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Migration Issues
The following are issues you need to address when migrating from an AnalystTM V13 release to an Analyst V14 release.
Not all topics apply to every user. If you are not familiar with a topic or program feature included here, it probably does
not apply to your use of the software. You should read about all of the issues before developing your migration strategy.
You can contact <awr.support@ni.com> with any questions.

Analyst-MP V14-Specific Migration Issues

Licensing Changes

Licensing

Analyst V14 requires FLEXlm version 11.15.0 or later for floating licensing. New FLEX tools and the vendor daemon
are available from the Downloads page at www.ni.com/awr.

HASP4 Hardware Dongle

The HASP4 dongle is no longer supported in Analyst V14. Customers using HASP4 must transition to the newer HASP
HL dongle. See the HASP4 No Longer Supported After V13 KB article for details on how to determine your dongle
type.

One indication that you are possibly using a HASP4 dongle is that V13 starts correctly with a V14 license file while V14
does not. Another indication of a HASP4 dongle is that the dongle hostid is listed in the licence_status.txt file generated
in V13, but not in V14. To view the licence_status.txt file, click the View Status button in the AWRLicense Configuration
dialog box.

Linux Changes

Required Locale

V14 requires a locale for the Windows 1252 character set on all nodes of your cluster or all simulations will instantly
fail. See “Cluster Installation” for details. Note that if you update your Linux kernel you will have to re-install the locale.

Absolute Paths

V14 requires use of absolute paths in shell configuration files (.bashrc, etc.). See “Cluster Installation” for details.

OpenMPI Version

V14 requires OpenMPI version 2.1.3 or compatible to be installed on your Linux machine(s).

New .bashrc Requirements

V14 requires slightly different modifications to your .bashrc file. If you need to support older versions of Analyst in
addition to v14, then leave the existing .bashrc changes and simply add ANALYST_MPI_PATH_V[major version] (e.g.
ANALYST_MPI_PATH_V14). See “Cluster Installation” for details.

Version-Independent Migration Issues
The items in this section address moving files and settings from one software version to another. Some of these files and
settings are automatically migrated from a previous version of the software to the current version. If the previous software
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version is not found, up to three major versions back are searched. For example, if migrating to Anayst V14, Analyst
V13, Analyst V12, and Analyst V11 are searched.

NOTE: Ensure that your Windows® Explorer program is set to show hidden and system files.

Files Automatically Migrated

All files from the All Users App Data Directory and the User App Data Directory are copied into their correct locations when
the new version Analyst is started for the first time. This includes the user preferences file, hotkey file, layout of the
design environment, etc. See “Showing Files and Folders ” for details. However, these directories must not have been
re-directed to non-default locations or no migration will take place.

Files NOT Automatically Migrated

The Analyst license file will not be migrated, however the location of the license file will be migrated in the user preference
file.

Transferring Preference Files To Different User Or Machine

There may be a situation where you want to transfer preferences from one user to another or from onemachine to another.
This can be done using the following steps.

To transfer user preferences to a different user or machine

1. Locate the folder on the source machine C:\Users\<source username>\AppData\Roaming\AWR\Analyst\<version
number e.g. 13.0>.

2. Copy UserPython, DockPanelLayout.xml, Preferences.xml, RecentFiles.txt, ToolBarLayout.xml and Windows.xml
from this folder.

3. Locate the folder on the destination machine. Create it if it’s not present. C:\Users\<destimation
username>\AppData\Roaming\AWR\Analyst\<number e.g. 13.0>.

4. Paste into the destination folder.

To transfer all-user preferences to a different machine

1. Locate the folder on the source machine C:\ProgramData\AWR\Analyst\<version number e.g. 13.0>.

2. Copy Preferences.xml from version folder.

3. Locate the folder on the destination machine. Create it if it’s not present. C:\ProgramData\AWR\Analyst\<version
number e.g. 13.0>.

4. Paste into the destination folder.

When you start Analyst on the destination machine or under the new user, the transferred preferences and other settings
will be used.

Other Concerns

Project Compatibility

Analyst project files (*.apz) are backward-compatible. Projects created in Analyst V13 will open in Analyst V14.

1–2 Analyst
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Multiple Versions

You can have any number of Analyst versions on your machine. Each will have its own start menu entry, with no registry
conflicts among them. If you double-click on an Analyst project file (*.apz), it will open in the latest-installed compatible
version of Analyst.

Resetting the Temporary Directory

Users can reset the Temporary Directory via the File Management / Temporary File Folder environment variable when there
is no model open. See “Setting Environment Properties” for details. The change takes effect for future models after the
change is saved.
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Analyst 14 Features
The AnalystTM version 14 software includes the following new features, enhancements, and user interface changes.

Environment

Variables

Choice and File Variables

Parametric coverage is expanded with the introduction of Choice and File variables. These allow additional types of
parameters to be tied to variables, and these variables can also be included in parametric sweeps in Analyst-MP. To
create a new variable and tie it to a parameter, click the gray +V button to the left of the parameter drop-down list. See
“Choice” for details.

The corresponding variable allows you to choose the value of interest.

A nearly identical use model applies to file variables. See “File” for details.
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Multiple Selection Improvements

Editing Boolean properties of multiple variables (for example, Optimize or Constrain) is simplified. To do so, select
multiple rows in the Variables control and then click the desired check box.

Parameter References

The number of times a variable is used in a parameter now displays in the Refs column in the Variables control. You can
now easily identify unreferenced variables by sorting on this column and you can click in a cell to display detailed
information about these references.

Tuner

Choice variables can be tuned. See “Tuning Variables”

Color Parameter Access

You can now access the Color Picker dialog box by clicking on a color box in the Browser or property grid.

High-DPI (4k)

The user interface is updated to provide high-resolution support.
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Units

Both "microns" and "micron" can now be used in expressions as an alternative to "um".

Project Performance

Project open and close times are reduced significantly.

Geometry

Performance

The performance of the CAD environment is greatly improved, especially when a large number of solids are present.

View Clip Planes

View clip planes can be used to hide geometry on one side of a plane for easier access to picking internal faces, edges,
etc. They strictly impact visualization but have no impact on what is simulated. See “Clip Planes” for details.

Geometry without a clip plane:

Geometry with a single X-directed clip plane:
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Edge Translation

Edges on planar solid can now be translated and are useful for modifying imported planar solids. This command is similar
to the existing Face Translation command. See “Translate Edge” for details. Original solid:
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Modified solid after translating the right-most:

Edge Query Improvements

The edge query now includes radii, axis, length, and center information for circular and elliptical edges as appropriate.
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Minimum Distance Between Entities

The minimum distance between two entities (solids, bodies, faces or edges) can now be queried. The result of this query
includes locations on each entity, distance between the entities, and a visual indicator of this data, which is useful
information in locating unintended gaps in a structure. See “Querying Lengths, Locations and Other Properties” for
details.

Visualization Quality

The Structure/Facetization Quality environment property allows control of the quality of the facetization of the geometry
used in rendering. The following images illustrate the quality progression from low to medium (the default) to high. The
higher the quality, the lower the performance. See “Visualization Quality” for details.
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User Folder Order

User Folders can now be reordered in the Structure Browser by dragging a node above/below another node. You can
also change the order by choosing Move Up or Move Down from the node's context menu. See “Organizing Solids and
Elements in the Browser” for details.

Text Solid

3D text can now be added to your geometry using the Text solid. See “Text” for details.

Planar Body Wrapping

Planar bodies can now be wrapped around 3D solids. This can be critical in construction geometries such as conformal
planar antennas and others. See “Wrapping” for details.
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Sheet Body Thickening

Sheet bodies can now be thickened and are often used in conjunction with wrapping. Thickening is different than extruding
a face in that thickening is performed in a continuously normal direction. See “Thickening” for details. Original planar
body:

Planar body after thickening:
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Open Shell Sweeps

Sweeps of closed wire bodies can now produce either closed solids or open shells depending on the Closed Body sweep
parameter.

Camera

Align to Faces

The camera can now be aligned to picked faces. The first face normal determines the camera normal and the second face
normal determines the camera up direction. See “Next Camera View” for details.

Mouse-Driven Fit

Double-clicking the middle mouse button now performs a camera fit.

Smooth Transitions

The transition from one camera position to another now occurs smoothly (by default) instead of instantaneously. This
provides valuable context information.

Attributes

Material Assignment Count Indicator

The Browser nodes for materials include a suffix that indicates how many solids a material is assigned to. To turn this
option off, set the Environment Properties dialog box Show Attribute Application Information (Structure Browser) option
to "False".
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Preferences

User and All-User Preferences can now be defined for attributes to facilitate saving pre-defined configurations easily
reused across projects. To create such a preference, choose Create Preference > User from the desired attribute node
context menu. See “Preferences” for details.

Zoom-To

You can now easily locate applications of an attribute by choosing Zoom To from the attribute's context menu in the
Browser.
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After zooming in to port 2:
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Remove All Applications

All applications of a given attribute can now easily be removed using a new context menu item. See “Deleting Attributes”
for details.

Simulation (Analyst-MP Only)

Performance

A new direct faster and more scalable linear solver has been introduced. Dubbed HMLU, the new solver creates an
approximate LU factorization of the system matrix and then uses it as a preconditioner in an iterative loop to solve the
matrix equation for 1 or more right hand-sides simultaneously. The iterative loop typically requires just a few iterations
to converge. The method used to create the approximate factorization is highly scalable with thread count, as is the
associated forward-backward substitution. Compared with the existing multi-frontal solver (MFLU), the new solver also
scales much better with problem size and thread count, and as such is the solver of choice for very large problems. If the
user chooses Automatic for the solver choice, the appropriate solver will be used based upon estimates of the runtime
for the problem, and this determination can change as the mesh evolves through the adaptive mesh refinement process
and in the final frequency sweep.

Optimization

Reverse Sweeps

Sweeps are now executable in reverse order.

Discrete Sweeps

Sweeps now allow you to define a discrete set of values for each variable, for all variable types (numeric, choice and
file), as opposed to simply a range. The range specified in the variable definition can also be overridden in the sweep
setup. See “Sweep Algorithm ” for details.
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Driven Frequency (RF3p)

Solve Inside Conductor - Per Material

A new material parameter allows you to choose which conductors that Analyst solves inside of.

Internal Wave Ports

Wave ports can now reside internal to a structure allowing for more accurate sourcing in situations where making the
port lie on a boundary is difficult.
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Additional Control Over Results

Mesh output from the solver can now be disabled. While this has a minor impact on simulation time, it reduces the size
of the resulting project and can be important for optimizations and sweeps.

MDIF File Output

Analyst has always supported exporting of Touchsone (*.sNp) files . V14 adds support for exporting Generalized N-Port
MDIF (*.mdf) files for simulations that have been swept or optimized. See “Exporting Results” for details.

Frequency Dependent Materials

RF3p now supports frequency dependent materials. See “Frequency Dependent Materials” for details.

Eigenmode (OM2p and OM3p)

Solve Inside Conductor - Per Material

A new material parameter allows you to choose which conductors that Analyst solves inside of.
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Additional Control Over Results

Mesh output from the solver can now be disabled. While this has a minor impact on simulation time, it reduces the size
of the resulting project and can be important for optimizations and sweeps.

Electrostatic Particles (MICHELLE)

2D Axisymmetric Improvements

Axisymmetric structures in the ZX plane are now supported.

Uniform Grid B Field Spatial Scale

A new parameter for Imported Fields and Particles/Grid-DefinedMagnetic/Settings/Geometric Scale allows for spatial scaling
of the uniform grid. This parameter is passed to the appropriate field translator during simulation.

Additional Imported Beam Parameters

New parameters that control which cycle to start and stop using an imported beam have been added.

Post Processing (Analyst-MP Only)

Reverse Movies

You can now specify that frames are reversed during creation of a movie.
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Annotations

Performance

The rendering performance of all annotations is greatly improved.

Particle Energy Filter

The particle energy filter can now include potential as well as kinetic energy. See “Energy” for details.

Annotation Groups

Annotation groups offer additional flexibility and performance, making it much easier to quickly enable and disable
complex sets of annotations. This concept replaces Annotation Views. See “Annotation Groups” for details.

Vector Symbol

More direct control over the symbol used to represent a field vector is now available. Choices include cone, arrow (with
tail), triangle, and line. Additional parameters available for some of these choices allow you to fine tune the symbol. See
“Field” for details.
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Minimum/Maximum Markers

Field and particle annotations now support optional markers in the view that illustrates the location and value of the
minimum and/or maximum value. See “Minimum/Maximum Value” for details.
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Plots and Measurements

Measurement Order

Measurements can be reordered in the Plot Browser by dragging a node above/below another node. You can also change
the order by choosing Move Up or Move Down from the node's context menu. This order impacts the display order in
both the table and chart.

Variable Creation from Measurements

Variables can be created from a contiguous block of measurement table cells or by selecting column or row headers. See
“Multiple Cell, Row and Column Selection” for more information.
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Analyst Version 14.01 Minor Improvements
The Analyst version 14.01 software includes the following enhancements.

Environment

Custom List Pasting

The custom list dialog used for frequencies, phase advances, etc. now supports pasting of lists from other programs. See
“Custom List Specification” for details.

Annotation and Measurement Browser Suffix

Two new environment properties (Browser/Reverse Annotation Suffix and Browser/Reverse Measurement Suffix) allow the
suffix following the annotation/measuremnt label in the Browser to be reversed. For example, Annotation_1
(Simulation_1/Iteration_1/Particles) becomes Annotation_1 (Particles/Iteration_1/Simulation_1). This can make it easier to
identify what a given annotation or measurement represents when the Browser isn't wide enough to display the entire
label.

Tuner

Choice variables can be tuned. See “Tuning Variables”.

Simulation (Analyst-MP Only)

Driven Frequency (RF3p)

RF3p now optionally generates an additional field that represents the losses on conducting surfaces.

Magnetostatics (MS3p)

The magnitude of a permanent magnet's direction vector is no longer used in the simulator.

Post Processing (Analyst-MP Only)

Regular Grid Export

You can now choose an axisymmetric format for this type of exports. This is important in exporting fields from a 3D
frequency domain or magnetostatics simulation for use in a 2D axisymmetric MICHELLE run. See “Export Fields on
Regular Mesh”.
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Analyst Version 14.02 Minor Improvements
The Analyst version 14.02 software includes the following enhancements.

Variables

Additional Measurement Functions

Three newmeasurement functions have been added - meas_sum,meas_row_count, meas_cell_count. See “Measurement
Functions” for more details.

BH Curve Dialog Expressions

The BH Curve dialog now supports expressions, including the use of existing variables.

Geometry

Curve Face Splitting

Cylinders and cones now offer an advanced parameter named Split Curved Faces that controls if curved periodic faces
are split into multiple faces. Setting this to false can simply some complex parameter models.

Simulation (Analyst-MP Only)

Driven Frequency (RF3p)

The intrinsic wave impedance is now an available option in the wave port characteristic impedance.

Magnetostatics (MS3p)

The BH Curve dialog axes have been swapped to make the curve easier to understand. This dialog is also now available
for permanent magnets materials.

Optimization Wizard

To address a potential invalid state, the order of the optimization wizard steps has been modified.

Discrete Sweeps

You can now edit the Custom Values cell directly for expression variables in the Discrete Ranges step while defining a
sweep.

Post Processing (Analyst-MP Only)

Particle Location Filter

The particle emission location filter has been renamed as it now can filter based on entry or exit location.

Measurement Performance

Measurements containing a large number of columns are now more responsive.
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Measurement Visibility

To control the visibilty of all other measurements relative to a chosen measurement within a plot, from the measurement
Browser node context menu, choose All Other Invisible to make the other measurements invisible and choose All Other
Visible to make the other measurements visible.
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Analyst Version 14.03 Minor Improvements
The Analyst version 14.03 software includes the following enhancements.

Environment

Saving to Previous Versions

After saving to a previous version, that version is cached such that subsequent saves also save to that same previous
version.

Geometry

Polyline Point Highlighting

Fixed an issue with incorrect point highlighting when editing polyline points in the property grid.

Sketch Covering Improvements

Fixed several issues with incorrect covering of sketches with multiple holes using cut lines.

Simulation (Analyst-MP Only)

Meshing Propagation Factor Improvement

The valid range of the propagation factor that controls the rate at which element sizes transition from large to small has
been increased. This parameter used to be limited to [0, 1] but has been increased to [0, 1000] while typical values tend
to be [0, 10].

Driven Frequency (RF3p) Frequency Sweep Improvements

In many cases, the memory used in the fast frequency sweep (GAWE) has been reduced.

Driven Frequency (RF3p) Adaptive Mesh Refinement

The adapative mesh refinement algorithm in the driven frequency simulator has been improved to provide more accurate
solutions in less time.
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